
INSTRUCTIONS FORUNIVERSAL CLUTCH ALIGNMENTTOOL SET - 17PC Model: AK710

2. INTRODUCTION & APPLICATIONS

1. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

3. CONTENTSAlignment Adaptor Bar (Part No: AK710-AB)Centring Sleeves, Numbers 1 - 8 (Part Nos: AK710-01 to AK710-08)Guide Sleeves, Numbers 1 - 8 (Part Nos: AK710-09 to AK710-16)
4. INSTRUCTIONS4.1. Select the appropriate guide sleeve for the internal diameter of clutch plate and slide it ontothe alignment adaptor bar. Ensure the taper of the guide sleeve runs towards the threadedend of the adaptor bar.4.2. Select the appropriate centring sleeve for the spigot bearing and screw it onto the end of thealignment adaptor bar.4.3. Slide the clutch plate onto the guide sleeve, ensuring the correct orientation.4.4 Fit the centring sleeve into the spigot bearing and slide the clutch plate, on the guide sleeve,up to the flywheel.4.5. Fit the clutch pressure plate and cover assembly and bolt in place.4.6. Remove the alignment tool.

p WARNING! Ensure that Health and Safety, local authority and general workshop practiceregulations are adhered to when using this product.7 DO NOT use this product if damaged.3 Maintain product in good condition for best and safest performance.3 Ensure that the ignition key is removed, to prevent inadvertent engine cranking.3 If the vehicle to be worked on is raised, ensure that it is adequately supported with axle standsor ramps and chocks.3 Wear suitable clothing to avoid snagging. Do not wear loose jewellery and tie back long hair.3 Account for all tools and parts being used. 3 If working off the vehicle, ensure that the workpiece is secure and stable.7 DO NOT use the alignment tool if you are tired or under the influence of alcohol, drugs or intoxicating medication.SS IMPORTANT: Always refer to the vehicle manufacturer�s service instructions, or a proprietarymanual, to establish the current procedure and data. These instructions are provided as a guide only.

2.1.  IntroductionChemically blackened steel components in presentation box.  Aids alignment of clutch plate assembly.2.2.  ApplicationsAudi, Citroen, Fiat, Ford, Honda, Mazda, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Opel, Peugeot, Renault, Rover,Saab, Toyota, Vauxhall, VW and Volvo.
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01284 757500 sales@sealey.co.uk01284 703534
Sole UK Distributor,Sealey Group, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk.

NOTE: It is our policy to continually improve products and as such we reserve the right to alter data, specifications and componentparts without prior notice. IMPORTANT: No liability is accepted for incorrect use of this equipment. WARRANTY: Guarantee is 12 months from purchase date, proof of which will be required for any claim. INFORMATION: For a copy of our latest catalogue and promotions call us on 01284 757525 and leave your full name and address,including postcode.

Webe-mail www.sealey.co.uk
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